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From: "suzana Megles" 
To:"ContaclThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 11:13:31 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket # 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil foels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohio^ns want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong eirforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. suzana Megles 
1638 Winchester Ave 
Lakewood, OH 44107-5036 
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From: "Reed Oliver" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:13 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Reed Oliver 
6200 S Clippinger Dr 
Cincinnati, OH 45243-3254 
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From: "Gina Boltz" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:13 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Gina Boltz 
4848 N Crestridge Rd 
Toledo, OH 43623-1018 
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From: "Suzanne Mwengi" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:24 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creatir^ jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning oiu- air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant mstead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than buildii^ a nuclear plant Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Suzanne Mwengi 
303 Brookview Q Apt 2 
Oxford, OH 45056-2130 
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From: "Tracy Johnson" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:08 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public heahh, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the envirorunent. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Tracy Johnson 
4892 Hunt Rd 
Apt 410 
Cincinnati, OH 45242-3509 
(513)794-1414 
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From: "Kathleen Koviak" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:08 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
pubhc health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the State may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Kathleen Koviak 
3274 Beechwood Ave 
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118-1843 
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From: "bent bates" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:08 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Pubhc Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold I>uke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

studies have proven that it's cost effective for Duke to go well 
beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable technologies are 
far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency and renewable s 
are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers from high 
energy costs and protecting the environment. I used to live in 
Coshocton ohio i now live in Columbus the A.E.P coal factory there 
damages the fishing,hunting, and there are multiple streams covered in 
there wast that they think is ok to seep in the ground our coal is 
covered in sulfate and it has to be cleaned why waste money doing this 
when we have better solutions to fix this problem?????????? it seems 
all the big rich peopleo over see this dont care about the 
environment or the people there kids grandchildren and so on and do 
you? when u cant even drink water there are now 200 chemicals in water 
that are harmful why is this? i suppose you could take a wild guess 
Mr. Strickland i know you have a campaign to worry about but wouldn't 
this be a main topic and not just o let me say this to get a vote i 
voted for you last time i will again although i sent you a message 
about abuse in coshocton county jail about a shock collar being put on 
a man i sent it like 6 times actually u didnt respond how horrendous 
and inhuman that is!!! I!!!! i know you work with inmates but you 
wouldn't tolerate that or so i hope not but thus after many months and 
repeated messages you have yet to respond my email is 
bbates438l2@yahoo.com phone 614-935-9898 i know im off topic but not 
really because im not even sure if you will read this so i guess the 
little people dont matter just for votes and fake promises ugh i trust 
in you and im willing to vote for you but im loosing faith in you 
sir.... 

Sincerely 

Brent A Bates 

298 park RD 
westerville, OH 43081 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utihty in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
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customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221, 

Sincerely 

Mr. bent bates 
298 Park Rd 
Westerville, OH 43081-5680 
(614)935-9898 
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From: "Jim Jordan" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:08 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Jim Jordan 
430 Bonnie Brae Rd 
Vienna, OH 44473-9675 
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From: "Patricia Jacobs" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:43:37 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest m efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than buildii^ a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of Yielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Patricia Jacobs 
115 W Front St 
Perrysburg, OH 43551-1473 
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From: "Donna Williams" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc-state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 10:43:13 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
eveiy utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Donna Williams 
2S91 Indianola Ave 
Columbus, OH 43202-2215 
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From: "Brian Moore" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:43:37 A M 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of Yielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Brian Moore 
6808 Alex Dr 
Canal Winchester, OH 43110-8600 
(614) 829-7744 
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From: "Jennifer Pritchard" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:43:42 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of diielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Jennifer Pritchard 
530 Gray Park Dr 
Fostoria, OH 44830-1626 
(419)435-7008 
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From: "Mary McCalla" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:43:42 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Pubhc Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleanir^ our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market studies have proven that it's cost effective for Duke to go 
well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the enviroimient. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every' utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Mary McCalla 
91 Kendal Dr 
Oberlin, OH 44074-1904 
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From: "Philip Strickland" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:44:14 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protectmg 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB22L 

Sincerely 

Dr. Philip Strickland 
125 N Portage Path Apt 5 
Akron, OH 44303-1151 
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From: "Deborah Miller" 
To:"ContactTh6PUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewablesl 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:43:42 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law ihaX requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the envirormient 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Miss Deborah Miller 
1372 Bobby Ln 
Westlake, OH 44145-1985 
(440)871-8669 
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From: "Kevin Crisler" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:43:26 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of Welding consumers 
fi-om high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Kevin Crisler 
2545 Crestwell PI 
Kettering, OH 45420-3732 
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From: "Carole Campbell" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:14:17 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than buildmg a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protectmg the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB22I. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Carole Campbell 
120 Maple Leaf Dr 
Johnstown, OH 43031-1365 
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From: "Kara Walsh" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 8:14:00 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Cormnission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to mvest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiencj'" and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency reqmrements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Miss Kara Walsh 
5304 Detroit Ave 
Uppr 
Cleveland, OH 44102-2226 
(216)215-6006 
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From: "AdamKaluba" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc,state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 11:13:09 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Adam Kaluba 
11221 Terwilligers Run Dr 
Cincinnati, OH 45249-2751 
(513)469-6971 
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From: "Tony Walls" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 8:44:04 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protectit^ 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than buildmg a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of Welding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Tony Walls 
2032 Sidneywood Dr Apt F 
West Carrollton, OH 45449-2643 
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From: "dandrea victoria" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke N o Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 1:43:39 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Reuseable and Renewable energy forms are the what Ohio needs. Please 
continue to insist that Ohio energy companies focus on this so that our 
state can become a leader in this industry. If nuclear forms of energy 
are allowed many will consider this state somewhat unsafe to live. 
Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the envirorunent. Please work to 
solve Ohio's needs for the long term and for generations yet to come. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. dandrea victoria 
10231 KimberlvDr 
Plain City, OH 43064-8732 
(614)873-6623 
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From: "Mark Chudzik" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh-us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 4:13:41PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on duly and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency reqmrements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Mark Chudzik 
4839 Columbia Rd 
Apt 202 
North Olmsted, OH 44070-3626 
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From: "carlee trent" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tel\ Duke >3o Nukel We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 8:44:03 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creatmg jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accoimtable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the enviroimient. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the enviroimient through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. carlee trent 
1107SelmaRd 
Springfield, OH 45505-3263 
(937)323-S073 
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From: "Tim Wohlgamuth" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 4:13:41PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Tim Wohlgamuth 
937 Woodside Dr 
Findlay, OH 45840-6758 
(419)422-3759 
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From: "Julia Johnson" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 4:13:52 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. Julia Johnson 
2245 Bristol Rd 
Columbus, OH 43221-1203 
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From: "MARGARITA BOWERS" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:44:14 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission ' 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consiuners 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. MARGARITA BOWERS 
2808 Shelbum Ave 
Akron, OH 44312-1738 
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From: "Thomas Duvall" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 4:13:52 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels, 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to mvest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Thomas Duvall 
2055 Napoleon Rd Unit 1 lA 
Bowling Green, OH 43402-4684 
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From: "roberta miller" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 4:43:50 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclei- plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 
Any manager or CEO of Duke should be fired for pushing ahead with 
either coal, coal slurp or nuclear energy. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment th ro i^ strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Dr. roberta miller 
1216SunburyRd 
Columbus, OH 43219-2086 
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From: "Patricia Conrad" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject; Tell Duke No Niike! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 4:43:50 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to mvest in efficiency and 
renewables is a Step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 
I am a pediatrician and it breaks my heart knowing that our children's 
children will never know coral reefs, species diversity, ^ d the world 
we were lucky enough to grow up in. 
it must start now and it must start with each of us. 
For our children! 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Dr. Patricia Conrad 
1568 College Hill Dr 
Upper Arlington, OH 43221-3417 
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From: "JOSEPHINE WEBER" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:43:26 AM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many r^ewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the envh-onment 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. JOSEPHINE WEBER 
3095 N Park Blvd 
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118-4114 
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From: "shirl LeVesconte" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 4:43:45 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil flieis. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accoimtable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

ff Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Ms. shirl LeVesconte 
6 
Yellow Springs, OH 45387 
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From: "Lisa Gilles" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 7:13:59 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mrs. Lisa Gilles 
34114 Gail Dr 
North Ridgeville, OH 44039-3110 
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From: "Val Zampedro" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 7:13:59 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Val Zampedro 
1752 Pine Tree St S Apt F 
Columbus, OH 43229-3780 
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From: "John Stroup" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 7:13:59 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Comimission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the envirorunent. 

ff Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Dr. John Stroup 
5756Rarey AveE 
Groveport, OH 43125-9639 
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From: "Maribeth Metzler" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 7:14:10 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold EHike accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Dr. Maribeth Metzler 
251 ThoreauDr 
Hamilton, OH 45013-3563 
(513)887-1736 
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From: "Donald Farrow" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 7:14:04 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5, 2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment 

ff Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
eveiy utility in the state may try to follow suit Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Donald Farrow 
5555 Copenhagen Dr 
Westerville, OH 43081-4209 
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From: "Joe Gleese" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 7:43:59 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil tuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, mid many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

ff Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the envirorunent through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Joe Gleese 
522 Riddle Rd Apt 21 
Cincinnati, OH 45220-2781 
(513)281-5647 
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From: "Glen Apseloff" 
To: "ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.ijs" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Salt: 9/5/2010 7:14:15 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fiiels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficient^ and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountaWe! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of siiieldiiig consumers 
firom high energy costs and protecting the environment 

Ohio has an poor record in promoting clean energy; let's not make it 
worse. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Dr. Glen Apseloff 
1948 Loch Lomond Dr 
PoweU, OH 43065-7463 
(614)844-5590 
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From: "Thomas and Ms. Anne Marie Abowd" 
To:"ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Ni±e! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 7:43:59 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Docket #10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficiency and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs, protecting 
public healtii, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let oif the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plMit! 

Many market potential studies have proven that if s cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requu-ements, and many renewable 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear plant. Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of shielding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the environment. 

Duke must to meet energy efficiency requirements to protect our 
environment. PLEASE hold duke responsible! 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Dr. Thomas and Ms. Anne Marie Abowd 
3912 Brookside Rd 
Ottawa Hills, OH 43606-2309 
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From: "Jeny Erode" 
To; ••ContactThePUCO@puc.state.oh.us" 
Subject: Tell Duke No Nuke! We Want Low-Cost Efficiency and Renewables! 
Sent: 9/5/2010 9:14:06 PM 
Message: 

Sep 5,2010 

Public Utilities Commission 

Dockets 10-503 

Ohio utilities rely too heavily on dirty and expensive fossil fuels. 
Ohio's new law that requires utilities to invest in efficieiK^ and 
renewables is a step in the right direction - creating jobs^ protecting 
public health, and cleaning our air. But Duke wants to be let off the 
hook for its efficiency responsibilities and has proposed to build an 
expensive new nuclear plant instead. Please hold Duke accountable! 
Ohioans want efficiency and renewables - not a new nuclear plant! 

Many market potential studies have proven that it's cost effective for 
Duke to go well beyond its efficiency requirements, and many renewaHe 
technologies are far cheaper than building a nuclear f t o l Efficiency 
and renewables are the most cost effective ways of Welding consumers 
from high energy costs and protecting the eiririromnent. 

If Duke is let off the hook for its energy efficiency requirements, 
every utility in the state may try to follow suit. Please protect all 
customers and the environment through strong enforcement of SB221. 

Sincerely 

Mr. Jerry Erode 
8316StorrowDr 
Westerville, OH 43081-5026 
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